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Abstract

Recent theoretical investigations have shown that the rate of fatigue crack growth in fibre reinforced cement-based composites
is strongly dependent on the cyclic crack bridging law of the materials. Thus, the basic understanding on crack bridging mechanics
is very important and can provide a means of significant improvement of the fatigue performance of fibre reinforced concrete (FRC)
structures. In this paper, a cyclic crack bridging model including bond between fibre and matrix degradation for FRC is developed.
The model is based on the assumption that the frictional dependent bond strength is gradually reduced due to the interface degra-
dation during fibre pull-out and slip-back. The model predictions are compared with the test results on FRC materials under uniaxial
fatigue tension. Good correlation between experiments and theoretical calculations is found. 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Incorporation of steel or other fibres in concrete has
been found to improve several of its properties, primarily
cracking resistance, impact and wear resistance and duc-
tility. For this reason fibre reinforced concrete (FRC) is
now being used in increasing amounts in structures such
as airport pavements, highway pavements, bridge decks,
machine foundations and storage tanks. Thus, the fatigue
performance of FRC materials has to be investigated due
to the described reasons. The history of investigation of
the fatigue of FRC is not very long. Experimental evalu-
ations of this behaviour have been carried out in recent
years [1–4]. Most of fatigue life prediction and design
of FRC structures have been conducted mainly through
an empirical approach. This type of approach requires
time-consuming test data collection and processing for
a broad range of design cases which, in principle, is not
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applicable to other design cases. Therefore, a mechanism
based fatigue model that is capable of both predicting
the fatigue life for a given FRC structure and designing
a FRC material for a given fatigue life has to be con-
structed.

Recent theoretical studies [5–10] have revealed that
the rate of fatigue crack growth in a number of different
materials, which exhibit crack bridging, is highly depen-
dent on the crack bridging law governing the zone
behind the matrix crack and on the law governing the
degradation of the crack bridging with the number of
load cycles. Thus, the study on the cyclic crack bridging
behaviour of FRC materials in both experiments and
theoretical modelling becomes fundamental work in
order to design and improve FRC structures with fatigue
performance requirements. An experimental study on the
bridging behaviour of FRCs under uniaxial fatigue ten-
sion has been carried out by Zhang et al. [10]. The
experimental results show that the bridging stress
degrades with the number of load cycles and it can be
assumed that the degradation of the bridging stress is
related primarily to degradation of the interfacial bond
between fibre and matrix, even though other mechanisms
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can be present. Such mechanisms include fatigue failure
of the fibres in tension/bending during crack opening or
fatigue in the fibres in compression/bending during crack
closing and subsequent fibre buckling as non-metallic
fibres are applied [11]. The purpose of the present paper
is to derive a semi-analytical crack bridging model
which is able to predict the cyclic crack bridging behav-
iour of a composite, especially for FRC, based on the
properties of fibres, matrix and fibre/matrix interface. In
this modelling work, first a theoretical model of a single
fibre pull-out under cyclic load under the effect of bond
degradation is developed. An interfacial bond degra-
dation law accounting for accumulated damage on
fibre/matrix interfaces during cyclic loading is proposed.
Meanwhile, an empirical cyclic aggregate bridging
model with bridging degradation is given. Then, this sin-
gle fibre pull-out model and the aggregate bridging
model are employed to derive the total crack bridging
accounting for random fibre orientation, embedded
length and fibre snubbing effect [12], as well as the
Cook–Gordon debonding effect [13]. Finally, the model
predictions are compared with the experiments and a
good agreement between theoretical predictions and
experimental results is obtained.

2. Derivation of the model

The whole contribution to fatigue cycle dependent
crack bridging s(N, W) in fibre reinforced concrete is
composed of two parts, aggregate bridging, sa(N, W),
and fibre bridging, sf(N, W), i.e.

s(N, W)�sf(N, W)�sa(N, W) (1)

where N is the load cycle and W is the crack width,
including the Cook–Gordon debonding effect.

2.1. Fibre bridging stress

The total contribution of fibres to the bridging stress
is predicted by computing the traction transmitted across
the matrix crack by integrating the force contributions
from those individual fibres which, at the given crack
opening, are still crossing the crack plane. To calculate
the total force transmitted across the matrix crack, it is
then necessary to analyse the bridging force P carried
by a single fibre. Before carrying out the analysis of a
single fibre pull-out under cyclic load, some basic
assumptions will be given.

� The fibres are three-dimensional randomly distributed
in location and orientation.

� Both fibres and matrix are linearly elastic until failure.
� The effect of Poisson’s ratio of fibre on the pull-out

response is neglected.
� When fibre is loaded, the bond between fibre and

matrix will fail along a part of the fibre/matrix inter-
face, giving rise to what is called a debonded zone.
Fibre surface roughness and matrix shrinkage induce
a shear stress, so-called bond strength t along the
debonded interface.

� The bond between fibre and matrix is purely frictional
and mechanical, as the elastic shear bond stress is
neglected.

� Before full debonding of all fibres, the bond strength
is a constant, and after that, it is a function of fibre-
end slippage d according to the event that the interfa-
cial bond hardens with slippage [14] or weakens with
slippage [14,15]. A convenient polynomial form
which is employed previously and appears to describe
the experimental pull-out data reasonable well [16] is
used in current work, i.e.

t=t0 for d�d∗

t=t0+a1d+a2d2 for d�d∗
(2)

where d∗ is the fibre-end slippage corresponding to
full debonding of all fibres. It is given by

d∗�
tL2

f

2(1+h)Efdf
(3)

where h=VfEf/VmEm, and Ef, Vf and Em, Vm, are the
Young’s modulus and volume fractions of fibre and
matrix, respectively; Lf and df are the fibre length and
diameter; and a1, a2 are two empirical constants
which may be determined from single fibre pull-out
tests. Here, the fibre-end refers to the end of the
fibre exit.

2.1.1. Bridging force of a single fibre under cyclic
pull-out load

Now consider an isolated fibre with a round cross sec-
tion, diameter df, and an embedded length L being
stretched out from a matrix cylinder by a cyclic force
P with a constant amplitude A between maximum and
minimum fibre-end slippage values, dmax and dmin (or
crack width wmax and wmin if both segments are
included), corresponding to loads Pmax and Pmin. The
load procedures include first loading period (0→dmax),
unloading period (dmax→dmin) and reloading period (
dmin→dmax), as shown in Fig. 1. The fibre pull-out pro-
cedure can be divided into debonding stage and pull-
out stage by fibre exit–end slippage value, dfd, which
corresponds to the displacement at which full debonding
is completed. It is given by

dfd�
2tL2

(1+h)Efdf
(4)
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Fig. 1. Single fibre pull-out under deformation controlled cyclic load,
deformation-time diagram (a) and schematic fiber stages of debonding
(b) and pullout (c).

2.1.1.1. Debonding period (0�d�dfd)
1. First loading case (0→dmax). With pull-out load

increasing, the fibre/matrix interface undergoes a fric-
tional debonding procedure. The debonding zone is
gradually extended with the increase of load. Before
debonding reaches the embedded end of the fibre (so-
called debonding period), pull-out load P can be
expressed as a function of fibre exit–end slippage d
as (Appendix A):

P(d)�
p

�2
[(1�h)Efd 3

ftd]
1
2 (5)

When both segments are considered, the relation
between load P and crack opening w (w=2d) is
given by:

P(w)�
p
2

[(1�h)Efd 3
ftw]

1
2 (6)

The bond and strain distribution along the debonding
length in this stage is shown in Fig. 2. Graphically,
the shaded area in the figure is equal to the fibre-end
slippage value d (see Appendix A).

2. Unloading case (dmax→dmin). Unloading procedure
starts when the fibre-end slippage reaches the
maximum value dmax. During this period, an assump-
tion first proposed by Wu et al. [11] would be
adapted. Wu et al. assume that a special zone is cre-
ated where the same amount of interfacial stress acts
in the reversed direction to resist fibres moving back
into the matrix during unloading. The length of this
reversed zone is a function of unloading magnitude
as well as the initial bond strength. We further assume

Fig. 2. Debonding period, first loading case.

that when reloading starts again, the direction of the
shear stress along the reversed zone will gradually
change back and the size of this second reversal zone
is dependent on the reloading level. The procedure of
fibre pull-out (loading) and slip-back (unloading) will
progressively smooth and wear out the interface
between fibre and matrix which, in turn, leads to the
frictional bond strength degradation.

For a general case, assume that a fibre has under-
gone N times of loading–unloading cycles. This fibre
is now unloading to P from Pmax. As a result, a
reversed zone on bond stress of (lN�x1) is created
along the debonding length lN and the corresponding
bond strengths in the different sections are t and tN,
as shown in Fig. 3. The pull-out force P is given by
(Appendix A):

P(w, N)�(1�h)pdf[2tNx1�tNlN��tNx1,N] (7)

here tN=t��tN, �tN is the total amount of bond
strength reduction after N cycles of pull-out and slip-
back. x1,N denotes the length of the unreversed zone
of the last cycle. It is assumed that �tN is a function
of pull-out cycle as well as the amplitude of reversal
slippage in the fibres during cyclic loading. Details
on �tN will be given in the following section. The
length of the reversed zone x1 can be related to crack
width w by:

x1�lN�� 1
2tN

�tlN
2�

dfEf

4(1+h)
w��tN(lN (8)

�x1,N)2)��1
2
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Fig. 3. Debonding period, unloading case with reverse shear inter-
face.

when P=Pmin, w=wmin and x1=x1,N, thus from (8) we
have:

x1,N�lN�� tt+tNlN
2�

dfEf

4(t+tN)(1+h)
wmin�1

2
(9)

Thus, using (8) and (9) for x1 and x1,N, respectively,
in (7), the expression of P as a function of crack open-
ing w and cycle N (the bond strength is a function of
load cycles) can be obtained. Here it is noted that due
to bond degradation during cyclic loading, to keep a
constant fibre-end slippage value, a new debonding
area is created in every cycle, thus the debonding
length lN will also be a function of load cycle. It can
be updated in each cycle during numerical calcu-
lation.

3. Reloading case (dmin→dmax). As stated above, during
reloading, the direction of bond stress will change
back again in part of the reversed zone and the size
of this second reversal zone will depend upon the
reloading level P. Thus, during reloading to P, the
debonding length is divided into three sections, x1,N,
x21 and x22, with bond strength t, tN and tN+1, respect-
ively, and with the specific bond directions, see Fig.
4. The pull-out force P is given by:

P(w, N)�(1�h)pdf[tx1,N�tN+1(lN�x1,N)�(tN (10)

�tN+1)x21]

Fig. 4. Debonding period, reloading case reverse shear interface.

In this period, the debonding length lN keeps the same
value as in the last cycle. Similar to the unloading
case, x21 can be related to crack opening w as:

x21�(lN�x1,N)�
1

�tN+tN+1

�tN(lN�x1,N)2 (11)

�2tx1,N�lN�
1
2

x1,N��
dfEf

4(1+h)
w�1

2

Replacing x21 and x1,N with (11) and (9) in (10), the
expression of reloading level P as a function of crack
width w and cycle N can be obtained.

As mentioned above, due to the degradation of
bond strength under cyclic tensile load, the maximum
fibre-end slippage at reloading period will be less than
the value of that in the last cycle if no new debonding
area is developed. In order to arrive at the maximum
fibre-end slippage dmax, the fibre stretching-out pro-
cess has to continue so that a new debonding area
will be developed. Before fibre full debonding, the
length of the stress degradation zone (x2,N) remains
constant during fibre continual pull-out, as shown in
Fig. 5, and x2,N can be calculated by the following for-
mula:

x2,N�lN�x1,N (12)

where x1,N is given by (7) and lN is the debonding
length of last cycle. The pull-out force P is given by:

P�(1�h)pdf[t(lN+1�x2,N)�tN+1x2,N] (13)
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Fig. 5. Debonding period, fibre continue pull-out, reverse shear inter-
face eliminated.

where

lN+1���tN+1

t
x2

2,N�
dfEfw

4(1+h)t�
1
2

(14)

here �tN+1=t�tN+1. Replacing lN+1 with (14) in (13),
we obtain:

P(w, N)�(1�h)pdftx2,N�� Efdfw
4(1+h)tx2

2,N
(15)

�
�tN+1

t �1
2
�

�tN+1

t �
For simplicity, we assume that t and tN+1 remain con-
stant during this period.

2.1.1.2. Fibre pull-out period (dfd�d�L+dfd) Com-
plete debonding occurs when debonding length reaches
its maximum value, the fibre embedded length. The fibre
is assumed to be pulled out of the matrix without rupture.
The complete relation of pull-out load and crack opening
under cyclic pull-out load can be derived as follows.

1. First loading case (0→dmax). In this period, the pull-
out load can be approximated by:

P(d)�(1�h)pdft(L�d�dfd) (16)

where dfd is the fibre-end slippage produced by the
maximum embedded length L which is given by (4).

When both segments are considered (d=w�dfd), we
have:

P(w)�(1�h)pdft(L�w�wfd) (17)

where 2dfd=wfd. This is the expression of bridging
force P as a function of crack width w during fibre
pull-out period.

2. Unloading case (dmax→dmin). The assumptions
described in the debonding period are applicable also
in this stage. When pull-out load decreases to a cer-
tain value P from Pmax, similar to the debonding per-
iod, P can be related to the total debonding length lN
and the fibre segment x1,N with unreversed shear by

P(w, N)�(1�h)pdf[tN(2x1�lN)��tNx1,N] (18)

Here lN=L�wmax+wfdN. The segment lengths x1 and
x1,N can be expressed by equations similar to (8) and
(9), except that w and wmin must be replaced by
(w�wmax+wfdN) and (wmin�wmax+wfdN), respectively.
Thus

x1�lN�� 1
2tN

�tlN
2�

dfEf

4(1+h)
(w�wmax�wfdN) (19)

��tN(lN�x1,N)2��1
2

and

x1,N�lN�� tt+tNlN2�
dfEf

4(t+tN)(1+h)
(wmin�wmax (20)

�wfdN)�1
2

where

wfdN�
4(1+h)

dfEf

[tL2��tN(L�x1,N)] (21)

It is noted that as N=1 (without bond degradation),
wfdN=wfd. wfdN will be updated cycle by cycle during
numerical calculation. Similar to the case of debond-
ing period, instead of x1 and x1,N with Eqs. (19) and
(20) in Eq. (18), we can get the model of unloading
level P as a function of crack width w and load cycle
N during fibre pull-out stage.

3. Reloading case (dmin→dmax). The same as in debond-
ing period, when reloading procedure starts, the
embedded zone will be divided into three sections
with different bond strengths and bond directions, see
Fig. 4. At reloading P, we have

P(w, N)�(1�h)pdf[tx1,N�tN+1(lN�x1,N)�(tN (22)

�tN+1)x21]

x21 can also be expressed by an equation similar to
(12), except replacing w with (w�wmax+wfdN), i.e.
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x21�(lN�x1,N)�
1

�tN+tN+1

�tN(lN�x1,N)2 (23)

�2tx1,N�lN�
1
2
x1,N��

dfEf

4(1+h)
(w�wmax�wfdN)�1

2

Thus, the relationship between reloading level P and
crack width w and cycle N is obtained. The same as
in the debonding period, the maximum fibre exit–end
slippage gradually decreases due to the interfacial
degradation as with the same embedded length. Under
deformation controlled cyclic pull-out load, to arrive
at the maximum fibre slippage level, the fibre pull-
out process has to continue after the maximum slipp-
age has been reached as for the case without fibre
pull-out, which corresponds to the point of x21 equal
to zero. As the fibre pull-out continues, the bridging
force is given by:

P(w,N)=(1+h)pdf[tN+1(L−w+wfd)+�tN+1x1,N] for w�lN−x1,N+wmax

P(w, N)=(1+h)pdft(x1,N−w+wfd) for w�lN−x1,N+wmax

(24)

In the case of d�d∗, t and tN+1 can be obtained from
the formulas given below. The undamaged bond
strength t is given by:

t(d)�t0�a1d�a2d2 (25)

The damaged bond strength tN+1 is given by:

tN+1(d)�t0(N+1)�a1d�a2d2 (26)

Using the condition tN+1(d=dmax)=t0(N+1)+a1dmax+a2

δ2
max in (24):

tN+1(d)�[tN+1�a1dmax�a2dmax
2]�a1d�a2d2 (27)

with d=w�d∗.

2.1.1.3. Effect of the inclination angle In a composite
with randomly distributed fibres, the fibre inclination
angle, i.e. the orientation angle relative to the normal of
the crack plane, can have any value between 0 and p/2.
Various investigations have shown that a fibre inclined
at an angle to the matrix crack plane leads to an increase
in the bridging force. This is because when a fibre is
pulled out at an angle to the crack plane there is an
additional normal force acting on the surface of the fibre
which is provided by the matrix wedge near the fibre
exit point due to the change of direction in the fibre pull-
out [12,17]. Thus, complementary friction develops
between the fibre and matrix during fibre pull-out. The
influence of this friction on the bridging force depends
on the interfacial properties of the fibre and matrix and
the inclination angle. According to Li et al. [12], this
effect could be incorporated into the pull-out force by
writing

P(w, f)�P(w, f�0) eff (28)

where f is a coefficient of friction between fibre and
matrix, the so-called snubbing coefficient that can be
considered as one of the interfacial material parameters
and which can be determined experimentally. For steel
fibres in a concrete matrix, f lies somewhere between
0.5 and 1.0.

Under cyclic loading, the snubbing effect will gradu-
ally weaken due to the smoothing action along the
fibre/matrix interfaces and the snubbing coefficient f can
be related to bond strength at the Nth cycle tN through:

fN�f
tN
t

(29)

where f and t are the material parameters under mono-
tonic load.

2.1.1.4. Interfacial bond degradation under cyclic pull-
out loading It is well known that in materials which
exhibit crack bridging, it is almost invariably the case
that the bridging stress can be degraded by either time-
dependent processes (creep, finite viscosity, chemical
reaction with the environment, etc.) under monotonic
loading conditions, or by cycle-dependent processes
(debonding, attrition, work softing) under cyclic loading
conditions [6]. In fibre reinforced cement based com-
posites, bridging fibres also suffer from fatigue damages,
exhibiting bridging stress degradation which is mainly
due to the fibre/matrix interfacial damage or decay of the
bond strength between fibre and matrix. Experimental
observations on interfacial degradation under cyclic
loading had been presented by Evans et al. [7] in fibre
reinforced ceramics and by Zhang et al. [9,10] in fibre
reinforced concrete.

In order to simulate crack bridging in FRC material
under fatigue tension, an interfacial degradation model
has to be developed first. Now, we assume: (1) the bond
strength degradation only occurs along the stress-rever-
sal zone; (2) the bond strength degradation is a function
of load cycles N, initial bond strength t1 and the ampli-
tude of fibre reversing slippage �d at the fibre exit
point, i.e.

�tN+1

t1
�f(N, �dN)�k�dN (30)

where t1=t, �tN+1 is the bond strength reduction at the
(N+1)th cycle, �tN+1=t�tN+1, k is the normalized bond
reduction coefficient which is time or cycle dependent,
and �dN is the amplitude of fibre reversing slippage at
the Nth cycle. Considering load history effect on the
bond degradation, for example in some cases the ampli-
tude of fibre slippage may change during cyclic loading,
it is reasonable to use the average amplitude of fibre
reversing slippage as the representative value of �dN

when calculating �tN+1 with (30), i.e.
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�dN�

�N
i�1

�di

N
�

�N
i�1

(dmax i−dmin i)

N
(31)

where �di is the amplitude of fibre reversing slippage
at the ith cycle. Under one-stage deformation controlled
fatigue tensile load, Eq. (31) becomes �dN=dmax�dmin.
For bond reduction factor k, it is assumed that k obeys
a bi-linear function of log(N) as

k=b1 log(N+1) for 1�N�N0

k=b2 log(N+1)+(b1−b2) log(N0) for N�N0

(32)

where b1, b2 are the slopes in the k–log(N) curves in the
two linear sections, respectively; see Fig. 6, which can
be considered as a kind of material property that is con-
trolled by the performance of the fibre/matrix interface.
Replacing �dN and k with (31) and (32) in (30), we
obtain the bond strength degradation model under cyclic
pull-out load as:

�tN+1

t1
=b1 log(N+1)

�N
i�1

�di

N
for 1�N�N0

�tN+1

t1
=[b2 log(N+1)+(b1−b2) log(N0)]

�N
i�1

�di

N
for N�N0

(33)

According to the present model, the interfacial bond
decay is influenced by the number of load cycles N,
initial bond strength t1, and loading history, i.e. the
accumulated fibre slippage change ��d.

2.1.2. Bridging stress in FRC under fatigue tensile
load

As described previously, the total contribution of
fibres to the bridging stress across a matrix crack can be

Fig. 6. Bond degradation coefficient k as a function of pull-out
cycle N.

obtained by integrating the contribution of the individual
fibres, which at a given crack opening are still bridging
the crack plane [18]. Thus, when the distributions of
embedded length l and inclination angle f are taken into
consideration, for a composite with fibre volume fraction
Vf of fibres length Lf and diameter df, the crack bridging
contribution of fibres sf under fatigue load can be
expressed as a function of crack width w and number of
fatigue cycles N, i.e.

sf(w, N)�
4Vf

pd 2
f
�p/2

0
�Lf/2

w/2

P(w, N, f)p(f)p(L) df dL (34)

where P(w, N, f) is the bridging force carried by a single
fibre with an embedded length L and an orientation angle
f after N cycles. p(f) and p(L) are the probability density
functions of the orientation angle and the embedded
length. For three-dimensional uniformly distributed
fibres, p(L)=2/Lf and p(f)=sin f.

1. Before full debonding of all fibres (0�wmax�w∗,
w∗=2d∗). A fibre is in the following state according
to its shortest embedded length l:

L�wmax/2 the fibre is pulled out,

wmax/2�lN the fibre is being pulled out,

lN�Lf/2 the fibre is debonding,

where lN and wmax are the debonding length and the
crack opening at the unloading point. From (14), lN
can be related with wmax through:

lN���tN
t

x2
2,N�

dfEfwmax

4(1+h)t�
1
2

(35)

Thus, according to Eq. (34), the fibre bridging stress
in this period can be calculated through:

sf(w, N)�
4VfgN

pd 2
fL2

f� �
lN

wmax/2

Ppo(w, N) dL (36)

� �
Lf/2

lN

Pdb(w, N) dL	
where gN is the so-called snubbing factor defined in
terms of the coefficient fN as:

gN�
2

4+fN
2�1�e

pfN
2 � (37)

where fN is given by (29), Ppo and Pdb are forces car-
ried by individual fibres which are in post-debonding
and pre-debonding stages, respectively. Replacing Ppo

and Pdb by the corresponding expressions in different
loading states, i.e. first loading, unloading, and
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reloading (Eqs. (6, 7, 10, 17, 18) and (22)), the bridg-
ing stress sf(w, N) can be obtained by evaluating (36)
by numerical integration.

2. After full debonding of all the fibres (w∗�wmax�Lf

/2). Similar to the period before full debonding, a fibre
is in the following state according to its shortest
embedded length L:

L�wmax the fibre is pulled out,

wmax�L�Lf/2 the fibre is being pulled out.

Then, from (34), we have:

sf(w, N)�
4VfgN

pd 2
f L2

f
�
Lf

2

wmax/2

Ppo dL (38)

Replacing Ppo with the corresponding expression in
different loading states as described above, and inte-
grating (38) numerically, the bridging stress for a cer-
tain crack width w and fatigue cycle N in this stage
can be solved.

2.1.3. Consideration of Cook-Gordon debonding effect
on bridging stress

Li et al. [16] pointed out that an additional bridging
compliance as a result of the Cook–Gordon debonding
effect has to be included in modelling the relationship
between bridging stress and crack width. Cook and Gor-
don [13] predicted that a crack of finite root radius in
an elastic solid under remote tensile load will create a
crack tip stress field with a tensile component parallel
to the crack plane which reaches a maximum value at
the crack tip. Thus a matrix crack approaching an iso-
lated fibre can cause interface debonding before the
crack tip reaches the fibre–matrix interface as long as
the interfacial strength is adequately weak. This effect
will lead to an additional crack opening wcg given by
[16]

wcg�
4a

VfEf
sf (39)

where a is the debonded length caused by the Cook–
Gordon effect which is likely to depend on the inhom-
ogeneity of the interfacial structure [16,19] suggesting
that a may lie between 2df and 10df for steel fibre in
neat cement paste and around 15df for steel fibre in con-
crete matrix. When unloading and reloading processes
are considered, we assume wcg is a linear function of
crack width w and is equal to zero when unloading to
w	min, which corresponds to zero bridging stress, i.e.

wcg�
w−w	min

wmax−w	min

, wcgm (40)

where w refers to the crack opening at the unloading

branch or reloading branch. wcgm is the maximum of the
additional crack opening due to the Cook–Gordon effect
corresponding to w=wmax, which can be calculated by
(39). Thus the total crack width will be:

W�w�wcg (41)

2.2. Aggregate bridging behaviour

2.2.1. Monotonic tension
The aggregate bridging in concrete is mainly com-

posed of fine aggregate bridging and coarse aggregate
bridging, which are generally governed by the character-
istics of aggregates, such as the grading, maximum par-
ticle size, surface texture (smooth or rough), and so on.
The detailed physics of aggregate bridging in concrete
have not been fully understood and a model based on
the mechanism of this bridging action has not been
developed. Some empirical models of aggregate bridging
have been proposed in recent years. In the present inves-
tigation, an empirical model proposed by Stang and
Aarre [20], which fits a wide range of experimental data
extremely well, will be adopted. In this model the aggre-
gate bridging stress sa is expressed as a function of the
crack with W:

sa�
smu

1+�W
W0

�p
(42)

where smu is the maximum bridging stress due to aggre-
gate action at W=0, which is equal to the tensile strength
of the material. W0 is the crack width corresponding to
a reduction of the stress carrying capacity to 50% of the
tensile strength. p is a shape factor.

2.2.2. Cyclic tension
Aggregate bridging degradation in concrete under sin-

gle cyclic uniaxial tension has been found and investi-
gated by Gopalaratnam and Shah [21], Reinhardt et al.
[22] and Hordijk [23]. Due to the lack of a physical
model, the crack bridging law of aggregate under cyclic
tension is modelled with the simple assumption that the
aggregate bridging degradation with load cycle obeys a
linear function of log(N), i.e.

sa,N

sa,1
�1�d log(N) (43)

where sa,N and sa,1 denote bridging stress at the Nth
cycle and first cycle respectively, d is the stress degra-
dation factor which reflects the rate of aggregate bridg-
ing degradation which can be determined from experi-
ments. As the minimum crack width corresponding to
the zero loads, d can be approximately related with the
maximum crack width Wmax by
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d�d0�gWmax (44)

where d0 is the stress degradation factor at W=0 and g
is the slope of the linear relation of bridging degradation
factor d and maximum crack width Wmax. Through
analysis of experimental results of plain concrete under
cyclic uniaxial tensile tests, it is found that when
d0=0.08 and g=4 mm�1, the model predictions can fit the
test results reasonably. The comparison between (44)
and test results [22] is shown in Fig. 7. If we further
assume the aggregate bridging stress linearly reduces
with crack closing and the stress reduces to zero as the
crack is full closed (W=0), then the unloading branch
obeys:

s�smax[1�(d0�gWmax) log(N)]
W

Wmax
(45)

and the reloading branch obeys:

s�smax[1�(d0�gWmax) log(N�1)]
W

Wmax

(46)

smax is the stress at maximum crack width Wmax in the
first cycle, which is given by (42). The unloading and
reloading branches of aggregate bridging are shown in
Fig. 8.

3. Numerical results and experimental verification

3.1. Experimental determination of crack bridging in
FRC under uniaxial fatigue tension

In order to verify the present model, a number of uni-
axial fatigue tensile tests on straight shaped steel FRC
under deformation control are carried out. The mix pro-
portions are given in Table 1. A testing method for meas-
uring the stress–crack width relationship developed by
Stang and Aarre [20] is used in the present experimental
work and a two-side pre-notched prismatic specimen is

Fig. 7. Aggregate degradation coefficient d as a function maximum
crack width.

Fig. 8. Aggregate bridging, unloading and reloading paths.

adopted. The test set-up and the geometry of the test
specimen are shown in Fig. 9. In order to eliminate the
pre-stressing inevitably introduced in the specimens
when using conventional grips, for improved alignment,
and for maximum stiffness, a special specimen fixture
was developed. This fixture consisted of two inter-
changeable steel blocks on which the specimens were
glued. The steel blocks were both fixed in advance to
the frame and the crosshead of a 250 KN 8500 Instron
testing machine. The deformation was measured using
two standard Instron extensometers with 12.5 mm gauge
length mounted across each of the two 11 mm deep and
3 mm wide notches. Sine waveform with constant
maximum and minimum crack width values were used.
The load frequency was 3.5 Hz. A series of fatigue tests
with different maximum crack width values were con-
ducted. The minimum crack width values were determ-
ined by a single cyclic tensile test at which the load
equals zero at the unloading branch. A more detailed
description of the experiments can be found elsewhere
[10,24]. In the present paper, the experimental measure-
ments of the crack bridging under cyclic tension are

Table 1
Mix proportions of steel fibre concrete

Ingredients Dosage (kg/m3)

Cement 500
Sand (maximum particle size 4 mm) 810
Gravel (maximum particle size 8 mm) 810
Superplasticizer (66% water content) 3.25
Water 237.5
Smooth or hooked steel fibres 78.4
Fibre volume content Vf 1%
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Fig. 9. (a) View of the test set-up for uniaxial tension and (b) the geometry of the specimen.

compared with the model predictions based on inde-
pendent parametric inputs.

3.2. Parameters for model input

It has been shown that the aggregate bridging model
shown by (42) with p=1.2 and W0=0.015 mm fits a wide
range of experimental data extremely well, including
normal and high strength concrete [20]. The tensile
strength smu and Young’s modulus Em were obtained
from the direct tensile tests with dog-bone shaped speci-
mens. The matrix related parameters, including matrix
bridging degradation parameters d0 and g, are given in
Table 2.

Without direct fibre pull-out data on this type of
matrix, both fibre and matrix used in the present experi-
ments were similar to those used in previous work [16].

Table 2
Matrix and aggregate bridging parametric value used in model

Name Em (GPa) smu (MPa) p W0 (mm) d0 g (mm�1)

Values 35 5.42 1.2 0.015 0.08 4

The slip-dependent bond parameters used here, as shown
in Table 3, are close to the parameters reported in [16].
The snubbing coefficient f, Cook–Gordon parameter a,
and fibre parameters, Lf, df and Ef, are also given in
Table 3.

For the bond degradation parameters, b1, b2 and N0,
due to the lack of experimental data of a single fibre
under cyclic pull-out load, these parameters were
guessed based on the test results of bridging stress degra-
dation, as shown in Table 4.

3.3. Numerical results of crack bridging and
comparisons with test results

The crack bridging behaviour of straight steel FRC
with 1% volume fraction under fatigue tension with a
constant maximum and minimum crack width was
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Table 3
Fibre and interfacial parametric value used in model

Name Ef (GPa) Lf (mm) df (mm) t0 (MPa) a1 (MPa mm�1) a2 (MPa mm�1) f a (mm)

Values 210 25 0.4 4.9 �4.5 3.5 0.75 6.0

Table 4
Fibre/matrix interfacial degradation parameters used in model

Name N0 b1 (mm�1) b2 (mm�1)

Values 10 60 10

obtained by numerical calculation using the present
semi-analytical model. The analysis was conducted
based on the interfacial bond degradation model given
by (33), which accounts for both number of load cycles
and accumulated fibre slippage amplitude, i.e. the differ-
ence between maximum and minimum crack widths. The
maximum and minimum crack width values used in the
theoretical calculations were all chosen according to the
experimental conditions. A total of six series with
maximum crack widths of 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40
and 0.50 mm were analysed. The calculated results
together with the experimental data are given in Figs.
10–13.

Fig. 10(a) and (b) present the typical loading–
unloading loops under deformation controlled uniaxial
fatigue tensile load, showing both cases of before full
debonding of all fibres and after full debonding of fibres.
Fig. 11 shows the computed curves of corresponding
bond strength degradation with number of load cycles
in these two cases. From Fig. 10, it can be seen that
the loading–unloading loops of crack bridging with bond
degradation are reproduced successfully by the present
model. Fig. 12(a)–(f) shows the predicted relations
between maximum bridging stress normalised with
respect to the value at the first cycle s1 and number of
cycles N at maximum crack widths 0.05, 0.10, 0.20,
0.30, 0.40 and 0.50 mm, respectively, shown together
with the experimental data obtained from the uniaxial
fatigue tensile tests described in Section 3.1. From these
results, it can be found that the two-stage degradation
law of crack bridging observed in the experiments, a fast
dropping stage (about first 10 cycles) followed by a
stable decreasing stage, is successfully simulated by the
present model. Very good agreement is found in most
of the experimental series except for those with small
pre-cracked width cases, e.g. Wmax=0.05 and 0.10 mm.
In these two cases, the theoretical results overestimated
the cycle-induced degradation effect.

The effect of the maximum crack width on the crack
bridging degradation is shown in Fig. 13, where the
maximum bridging stress is normalized by the stress at

Fig. 10. Load–unload loops of crack bridging under cyclic loading,
(a) before full fibre debonding and (b) after full fibre debonding.

the first cycle, comparing both theoretical calculations
and experimental data, showing results after 10 and 100
cycles. Due to the aggregate bridging degradation, the
normalized bridging stress at zero crack width is not
equal to one. From the theoretical predictions, the largest
fibre bridging degradation appears at the full fibre
debonding point. As the aggregate bridging degradation
is included, the total largest bridging degradation will
appear around the full fibre debonding point also, but
this slightly depends on the aggregate bridging behav-
iour. Before this peak, the larger the maximum crack
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Fig. 11. Typical bond strength degradation with load cycle.

width, the larger the bridging degradation. After that, the
case is reversed, i.e. the larger the maximum crack
width, the smaller the bridging degradation.

Good agreement is found between model predictions
and experimental results. Clearly, as can be seen from
Figs. 12 and 13, the theoretical model can effectively
capture the key features of crack bridging in FRC under
fatigue tension.

4. Conclusions

A micromechanically based semi-analytical model
with interfacial bond degradation which describes the
crack bridging stress in short randomly oriented fibre
reinforced brittle matrix composites under uniaxial cyc-
lic tension has been developed. The loading–unloading
loops are successfully reproduced with the present
model. Comparisons between model predictions on
stress–crack width (s–W) relationship under fatigue ten-
sion and the results of a series of fatigue tensile tests on
steel FRC indicates reasonablly good agreement, captur-
ing most of the significant characteristics observed
experimentally.

The model is based on the assumption that the bond
strength of fibre/matrix and aggregate/fibre interfaces
will degrade under cyclic loading. In the present model,
apart from monotonic micromechanics parameters, such
as matrix parameters (Em, Vm, sm, p, W0), fibre para-
meters (Ef, Vf, Lf, df) and the fibre/matrix interface para-
meter, t, two new parameters, b1, b2, used to describe
the cyclic fibre/matrix interface degradation rate, are
included.

The first application of this model is to evaluate the
crack bridging behaviour of different fibre–matrix sys-
tems as carried out in this paper. This model can be
applied to assess the fatigue performance of composite
material structural elements, such as FRC beams and
slabs, when suitably combined with a fracture mechanics
model. Another potential application of the present

model is to serve in the design and optimization of FRC
materials with superior fatigue properties. Structural
components loaded under cyclic conditions, such as
bridge decks, should benefit from such materials.
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Appendix A. Derivation of debonding stage P–(w,
N) relation

Consider an isolated fibre with a round cross section
being stretched out from a matrix cylinder by a cyclic
force P with a constant amplitude A between maximum
and minimum fibre-end slippage values dmax and dmin,
corresponding crack openings wmax and wmin, loads Pmax

and Pmin, as shown in Fig. 1.

1. First loading stage (0→dmax). In this stage, the
debonding zone is gradually extended with the
increase in load. Using the strain compatibility
requirement at the debonding end (i.e. the axial strain
in the fibre ef and that in the matrix em are the same)
and boundary conditions that x=l, Pm=0, where Pm is
the force in the matrix, the axial force in the fibre and
matrix along the debonding length l can be given by:

Pf(x)=hpdftl+pdftx

Pm(x)=pdftl−pdftx
(A1)

where h
AfEf/AmEm=VfEf/VmEm, and Af and Am are
the cross-section areas of the fibre and matrix shell,
respectively. Thus, the strain distributions in the fibre
and matrix along l are:

ef(x)=
4htl
dfEf

+
4t

dfEf

x

em(x)=
4htl
dfEf

−
4ht
dfEf

x

(A2)

It can be seen that stains in the fibre and matrix are
distributed linearly along the debonding length, as the
bond strength t is a constant at any location, as shown
in Fig. 2. From (A1), the pull-out force can be
expressed as:

P�(1�h)pdftl (A3)

Again, the relative displacement between fibre and
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Fig. 12. Maximum normalized bridging stress with load cycle for different maximum pre-cracked values, comparison between theoretical predic-
tions and experimental results.

matrix produces the fibre slippage. Therefore, fibre-
end slippage d can be calculated through:

d��
l

0

[ef(x)�em(x)] dx (A4)

Replacing ef(x) and em(x) with (A2) in (A4), we get:

l�� dfEfd
2t(1+h)�

1
2

(A5)

Replacing l with (A5) in (A3), the relationship
between pull-out load P and fibre-end slippage d is
given as:

P(d)�
p

�2
[(1�h)Efd 3

ftd]
1
2 (A6)

When both segments are considered, we have

P(w)�
p
2

[(1�h)Efd 3
ftw]

1
2 (A7)

here w=2d.
2. Unloading stage (dmax→dmin). Assuming a fibre that

has undergone N times of loading–unloading cycles,
now it is unloading to P from Pmax, a reversed zone
on bond stress of (lN�x1) is created along debonding
length lN and the corresponding bond strengths in the
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Fig. 13. Effect of maximum pre-cracked width on the bridging degra-
dation, showing together the theoretical and experimental results.

different sections are t and tN, see Fig. 3. The axial
force in the fibre along lN can be given by:

Pf1(x)=Pf0+pdftx(0�x�x1,N)

Pf2(x)=Pf0+pdftx1,N+pdftN(x−x1,N)(x1,N�x�x1)

Pf3(x)=Pf0+pdftx1,N+pdftN(x1−x1,N)−pdftN(x−x1)(x1�x�lN)

(A8)

where

Pf0�hpdf[tx1,N�tN(2x1�lN�x1,N)] (A9)

The axial force in the matrix along lN can be given by:

Pm1(x)=Pm0−pdftx(0�x�x1,N)

Pm2(x)=Pm0−pdftx1,N−pdftN(x−x1,N)(x1,N�x�x1)

Pm3(x)=Pm0−pdftx1,N−pdftN(x1−x1,N)+pdftN(x−x1)(x1�x�lN)

(A10)

where

pm0�pdf[tx1,N�tN(2x1�lN�x1,N)] (A11)

Using condition x=lN in (A8), the pull-out load P can
be expressed as:

P�(1�h)pdf[tN(2x1�lN)��tNx1,N] (A12)

Similar to the first loading stage, the crack width w
can be calculated through:

w�2� �
x1,N

0

[ef1(x)�em1(x)] dx� �
x1

x1,N

[ef2(x) (A13)

�em2(x)] dx��
lN

x1

[ef3(x)�em3(x)] dx�
Using (A8) and (A10) in (A13), after integration
we get

w�
4(1+h)

dfEf

[tl2N�(t�tN)(lN�x1)2��tN(x1 (A14)

�x1,N)(2lN�x1�x1,N)]

Next, from (A14), x1 can be expressed as:

x1�lN�� 1
2tN

�tl2
N�

dfEf

4(1+h)
w��tN(lN (A15)

�x1,N)2��1
2

When P=Pmin, w=wmin and x1=x1,N, thus from (A15),
we have:

x1,N�lN�� tt+tNl2N�
dfEf

4(t+tN)(1+h)
wmin�1

2
(A16)

Then using (A15) and (A16) for x1 and x1,N, respect-
ively, in (A12), the relationship between load P and
crack width w and cycle N is obtained.

3. Reloading stage (dmin→dmax). For reloading to P from
minimum load Pmin, the debonding length is divided
into three sections, x1,N, x21 and x22, with bond
strengths t, tN and tN+1, respectively, and specific
bond directions, see Fig. 4. Through the same pro-
cessing procedures as used in the unloading stage, the
pull-out force is given by

P�(1�h)pdf[tx1,N�tN+1(lN�x1,N)�(tN (A17)

�tN+1)x21]

and the crack opening is

w�
8(1+h)

dfEf
�tx1,N�lN�

1
2
x1,N��tNx21�lN�x1,N (A18)

�
1
2

x21��tN+1

1
2

(lN�x1,N�x21)2�
In this period, the debonding length lN is the same as
the last cycle. Solving (A18), x21 can be expressed as:

x21�(lN�x1,N)�
1

�tN+tN+1

�tN(lN�x1,N)2 (A19)

�2tx1,N�lN�
1
2

x1,N��
dfEf

4(1+h)
w�1

2

Then replacing x21 and x1,N with (A19) and (A16) in
(A17), we can obtain the expression of reloading level
P as a function of w and load cycle N.

As fibres continue to be pulled out after x21

becomes zero, the stress degradation zone (x2,N) will
equal a constant, as shown in Fig. 5, and x2,N can be
calculated by the follow formula:

x2,N�lN�x1,N (A20)

where x1,N is given by (A16) and lN is the debonding
length of the last cycle. The pull-out force is given by:
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P�(1�h)pdf[t(lN+1�x2,N)�tN+1x2,N] (A21)

In the meantime, the axial force in the fibre and
matrix along the debonding length are given by:

Pf1(x)=Pf0+pdftx(0�x�lN+1−x2,N)

Pf2(x)=Pf0+pdft(lN+1−x2,N)+pdftN+1(x−lN+1+x2,N)(lN+1−x2,N�x�lN+1)

(A22)

and

Pm1(x)=Pm0−pdftx(0�x�l−x2,N)

Pm2(x)=Pm0−pdft(l−x2,N)−pdftN+1(x−l+x2,N)(l−x2,N�x�l)

(A23)

Through similar procedures, the crack width w can be
expressed as

w�
4(1+h)

dfEf
[t(lN+1�x2,N)2�2tx2,N(lN+1�x2,N) (A24)

�tN+1x2,N
2]

Solving lN+1 in (A24), we have:

lN+1���tN+1

t
x2

2,N�
dfEfw

4(1+h)t�
1
2

(A25)

where �tN+1=t�tN+1. Equation (A25) is used to cal-
culate the debonding length for a given crack opening
and bond strength and loading cycles. Replacing lN+1

with (A25) in (A21), we have:

P(w, N)�(1�h)pdftx2,N�� Efdfw
4(1+h)tx2

2,N
(A26)

�
�tN+1

t �1
2
�

�tN+1

t �

Appendix B. Derivation of pull-out stage P–(w, N)
relation

1. First loading case (0→dmax). In this period, the pull-
out load can be approximated related to crack opening
by [16] (see Fig. 1(b)):

P(d)�(1�h)pdft(L�d�dfd) (B1)

where L is the maximum embedded length. When
both segments are considered (d=w�dfd), we have:

P(w)�(1�h)pdft(L�w�wfd) (B2)

where wfd is the crack width at full debonding point
of the fibre and wfd=2dfd=4L2t/[(1+h)Efdf. During this
stage, the matrix will try to keep the strain level at
the bonded end of the fibre. Therefore, the strain com-

patibility condition at this fibre end is still valid. Thus,
the distribution of axial force and strain in fibre and
matrix along the embedded length l (l=L�w+wfd) in
this stage can still be expressed as those in the
debonding stage.

2. Unloading case (dmax→dmin). Similar to the debonding
case, assuming that a fibre in the pull-out stage that
has undergone N times of loading–unloading cycles,
now is unloading to P from Pmax, a reversed zone on
the bond stress of (lN�x1) is created along the embed-
ded length lN and the corresponding bond strength in
the different sections are t and tN. According to the
fact described above, the pull-out load P can still be
given by (A13). But the fibre exit–end slippage will
include the pull-out value at the other fibre end
besides the slippage due to the bond between the fibre
and the matrix (see Fig. 1). Thus, the resulting crack
opening is:

w�2 �
x1,N

0

[ef1(x)�em1(x)] dx� �
x1

x1,N

[ef2(x)

�em2(x)] dx��
1N

x1

[ef3(x)�em3(x)] dx��wmax (B3)

�wfdN

where lN=L�wmax+wfdN. (wmax�wfdN) is the perma-
nent pull-out value at the other fibre end at cycle N
and wfdNl can be given by:

wfdN�
4(1+h)

dfEf
[tL2��tN−1(L�x1,N−1)] (B4)

Using the same expressions of axial force in fibre and
matrix shown in the fibre debonding stage in (B3),
we obtain:

w�
4(1+h)

dfEf
[tl2N�(t�tN)(lN�x1)2��tN(x1 (B5)

�x1,N)(2lN�x1�x1,N)]�wmax�wfdN

As for the fibre debonding case, x1 and x1,N can be
expressed as:

x1�lN�� 1
2tN

�tl2
N�

dfEf

4(1+h)
(w�wmax�wfdN) (B6)

��tN(lN�x1,N)2��1
2

and

x1,N�lN�� tt+tNl2N�
dfEf

4(t+tN)(1+h)
(wmin�wmax (B7)

�wfdN)�1
2
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Then replacing x1 and x1,N with (B6) and (B7) in
(A12), the relationship of unloading level P and crack
width w and number of cycles N during this fibre pull-
out stage is obtained.

3. Reloading case (dmin→dmax). Reloading to P from
minimum load Pmin, using the same procedures used
in the fibre debonding period and paying attention to
the differences in the crack opening components in
fibre debonding and pull-out stages, the second
reversed zone x21 can be expressed as:

x21�(lN�x1,N)�
1

�tN+tN+1

�tN(lN�x1,N)2

�2tx1,N�lN�
1
2

x1,N)�
dfEf

4(1+h)
(w�wmax (B8)

�wfdN��1
2

Replacing x21 with (B8) in (A17), we obtain the
relationship of reloading level P, crack width w and
number of cycles N.

As in the debonding period, when the fibre is con-
tinuing to be pulled out, as shown in Fig. 5, the bridg-
ing force can be given by:

P=(1+h)pdf[tN+1(L−w+wfdN)+�tN+1x1,N] for w�lN−x1,N+wmax

P=(1+h)pdft(x1,N−w+wfdN) for d�lN−x1,N+wmax

(B9)

where lN=L�wmax+wfdN.
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